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CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSIONS ~1\ID SUGGESTIONS 

'This chapter presents the 'Conclusions' and 'Suggestions' regarding this 

anaJysis. TI1e main points that have been discussed in ti1e previous chapters will be 

sh01ily reexplained in 'Conclusions'. Meanwhile, 'Suggestions' will sho\v some 

writer's ideas related to this analysis. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Having taken into consideration all the facts which have been discussed 

before, it can be concluded that it is not easy to translate ti1e English Passive 

Infinitive Constmctions into Indonesian since Indonesim1 has vm·wus Passive 

Constmcti on. 

111e Indonesim1 Passive Contmction is made up by tile addition of affixes to 

ti1e verb stem \vhere as ilie English Passive Infinitive is formed wiili ilie form of 

be m1d the verbs in ti1e titird fonn. 

When the English Pa'lsive Infinitive functions as adverbial Pllll>ose, the \'lord 

untuk or agar da.pat should be added to clm·ify ti1e meaning of tiw sentence. 

Fuiliemwre, the Indonesian verb usually fimctions as predicate in the 

sentence. \Vhen tile Indonesim1 verb fimctions as modifier to object, tl1e miick yang 

should be put beh'\'een ti1e su~ject and tiw modii1er to relate tl1em. 
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Th.:> Indonesian verb can function as subject when it is followed by an 

auxiliary. Otherwise, when the English Passive Infinitive functions as subject in the 

sentence, it is more appropriate to translate the Infinitive constmction into noun. 

5.2 Suggestions 

This studv is far ft·om being petfect yet 'The writer only discusses the 

English Passive Infinitive Constructions and their equivalent Indonesian constmctions. 

TI1e first thing that should be known in translating the English Passive Infinitive 

Constmction into Indonesian is to learn the various types of Passive Infinitive 

Constmctions, either English or Indonesian. 

Some topics that need further research are tl1e mles for applying tlw 

combination of affixes snch as di-kan I di--1. It will also be usefiii to analyze the 

tnmslation of the English Passive Infinitive in ilie l<>vels of paragraphs. 

11w writer would like to suggest another more extensive research to be 

made as a continuation of this study. 

Finally, tl1is iliesis is expected to g1ve a contribution to English and 

Indonesian languages. 
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